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Monster
Monster Name: Lamia
Monster Level: 23
XP Reward: 805
GP Reward: 345
Base_stats
Strength: 22
Magic: 40
Vitality: 22
Spirit: 26
Agility: 30
Derived_stats
HP: 700
MP: 24
AP: 44
MAP: 80
SPD: 14
CRIT: 96
ACC: 11
MACC: 13
EVA: 31
RES: 29
STR Dice: 1d8
MAG Dice: 1d8
Max Tech Levels: 10
Powers
Elemental Affinities:
Ice Weakness
Status Vulnerabilities:
Immune to Charm, Confuse, Curse, Frog, Poison, Venom, and Zombie
Monster Powers:
Call For Help.
The Lamia screams in a high pitch shrill, calling for a sister to help her.
Love me... (Command: Manipulate)
The Lamia sweetly speaks to her favorite target and attempts to persuade
them to be her puppet.
Monster Techs:
Belly Dance - Level 5 Charm (-7); Limited Uses, Charge Power - SP 15
The Lamia does a magical belly dance to charm her foe iinto
attacking for her side.
Information
Description:
There are many variations of Lamia, but all have the basic concept: The top
half is of a young woman, usually topless or with clothing protecting enough
to be modest, while the bottom half is that of a slithering snake. Lamiae were
feared by families in the past, as Lamiae would feast on children, as their name
means 'child-devourer'. In recent ages, Lamiae feed on any flesh they can find,
and nowadays charm men of humanoid races similiar to the upper portion of their
own bodies to mate with them to increase the Lamiae population. Then, like a
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Black Arachne, they will feast on the man, while he is still alive. There have been
only a select few cases where a Lamia doesn't eat the man due to feelings for him.
Such cases are expelled from Lamia society.
Combat Tactics:
Lamiae are usually solitay, but have been known to attack in parties of at most five.
They have variable combat tactics, but will usually first attempt to charm or
manipulate at least twio to three members of the enemy party. Afterwards, They
have the enemy fight for them. while other lamiae assist in battle. Once they have
killed off half the party, they will turn against their enemy and attempt to kill their p
and their charmed enemies, off
Scan Information:
Lamia (Level 23 Demon)
700/700 HP, 24/24 MP
Water Weakness
Immune to Charm, Confuse, Curse, Frog, Poison, Venom, and Zombie
Carries: Lamia Skin
Conceals: Lamia's Tiara
Rarely Conceals: Lamia's (Instrument)

